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BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ELLIPTIC WEDGE
OPERATORS: THE FIRST ORDER CASE
THOMAS KRAINER AND GERARDO A. MENDOZA
Abstract. This note is a description of some of the results obtained by the
authors in connection with the problem in the title. These, discussed follow-
ing a summary of background material concerning wedge differential operators,
consist of the notion of trace bundle, an extension of the Douglis-Nirenberg
calculus to handle spaces of anisotropic varying regularity and associated pseu-
dodifferential operators, and boundary value problems proper, the latter in the
first order case. The concepts concerning the main results are illustrated with
simple examples.
1. Introduction
The present note is an account of results published in a series of papers [10, 11,
12] in connection with boundary value problems for elliptic wedge operators on a
manifold with fibered boundary. Briefly, in [10] we address the fundamental issue of
boundary values, in [11] we construct an extension of the Douglis-Nirenberg calculus
(see for instance [3, 9] for the role of this calculus in the classical context), while in
[12] we address elliptic boundary value problems for first order wedge operators and
prove, in particular, sufficient conditions for well-posedness of such problems. Here
we shall address the main aspects of each of these papers in subsequent sections,
after dealing with background information and some notation.
Our point of view, properly translated, closely parallels that of regular elliptic
boundary value problems, and indeed our approach, restricted in [12] to first order
operators, allows a full analysis of the classical problem as a special case.
Of course the work described here does not exist in a vacuum. However, we
shall cite only the most directly pertinent work, and refer the reader to the papers
indicated above for a more representative listing of research in the general area of
elliptic problems for elliptic operators on manifolds with singularities. The preced-
ing notwithstanding, we call attention to the paper of Mazzeo and Vertman [17]
treating higher order problems under certain assumptions.
2. Set-up
The differential-topological setup is that of Mazzeo [14]. Namely, a compact
manifold M whose boundary N is the total space of a locally trivial fibration
℘ : N → Y with typical fiber Z. (For an extension of this kind of structure the
reader is directed to the paper by Albin, Leichtnam, Mazzeo, and Piazza, [1] which
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gives a very clear description of the process of resolving singularities of an arbitrary
stratified pseudomanifold through a series of blowups keeping track of boundary
fibrations.) The base space Y, the edge, may have several components which are
manifolds of possibly different dimensions and the typical fibers over different com-
ponents may not be diffeomorphic, but we will ignore this for notational simplicity.
The analytic objects are wedge operators, i. e., elements of x−mDiffme (M;E,F ),
where Diffme (M;E,F ) is the class of edge differential operators of order m defined
by Mazzeo, that is, linear differential operators on M of order m with smooth
coefficients which along the boundary differentiate only in directions tangent to the
fibers; E and F are Hermitian vector bundles overM, and x is a defining function
for N , positive in
◦
M. An element of Diffme (M;E,F ) is thus a regular differential
operator on M which in local coordinates x, yj , zµ near any point of the boundary,
with x as just indicated and the yj restricted to ∂M being constant of fibers, has
the form ∑
k+|α|+|β|≤m
akαβ(xDx)
k(xDy)
αDβz (2.1)
with respect to local trivializations of E and F . The coefficients akαβ are smooth
up to the boundary. A regular differential operator A of order m on M is an
element of x−mDiffme by way of the cheap trick A = x
−m(xmA). In this case
Y = N and the fibers are just the points of N . One of the initial motivations for
the structural specification of the elements of Diffme comes from what results when
writing a regular differential operator in cylindrical coordinates.
The functional analytic component enters through a choice of a b-density mb =
x−1m as in Melrose [19]; m is a smooth density. With the b-density and the Her-
mitian structures of E and F one gets weighted L2 spaces, e.g. x−γL2b(M;E).
3. Some considerations
Any elliptic element of Diffme (M;E,F ) (we review the intrinsic notion of ellip-
ticity in Section 4), viewed initially as an operator
C∞c (
◦
M;E) ⊂ x−γL2b(M;E)→ x
−γL2b(M;F ), (3.1)
admits only one closed extension (γ is a real number; the spaces are L2 spaces
with respect to the measure x2γmb), whereas generically elliptic elements of the
space x−mDiffme (M;E,F ) admit infinitely many such extensions: this is the reason
why boundary value problems make sense for wedge operators but not for edge
operators. Having a unique closed extension is a property shared by other classes
of operators such as the differential operators in the Θ-calculus of Epstein, Melrose,
and Mendoza [6], and more generally, those associated to Lie structures at infinity
of Ammann, Lauter, and Nistor [2].
Let A be an elliptic element in x−mDiffme (M;E,F ). Recall that the domain of
the maximal extension of A, initially as an operator (3.1), is the space
Dmax(A) = {u ∈ x
−γL2b(M;E) : Au ∈ x
−γL2b(M;F )}
and that the minimal domain, Dmin(A), is the domain of the closure of A starting
with (3.1). In the case of a regular elliptic operator of orderm, the minimal domain
is Hm0 (M;E) (we take γ = 1/2 in this case because L
2(M;m) = x−1/2L2(M,mb)).
One seeks among other things to establish the existence of a split exact sequence
0→ Dmin(A)→ H
m
A → SA → 0 (3.2)
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in which HmA is a conveniently chosen subspace of the maximal domain. For regular
elliptic differential operators this sequence is analogous, and in a natural general
theory should reduce, to the classical sequence
0→ Hm0 (M, E)→ H
m(M, E)→
m−1⊕
j=0
Hm−j−1/2(∂M;E∂M)→ 0
that is associated with taking Cauchy data on the boundary. On the face of it,
in (3.2) one could take HmA = Dmax(A) and SA = Dmax(A)/Dmin(A); viewing the
quotient as the orthogonal of Dmin(A) in Dmax(A) with respect to the inner product
(u, v)A = (u, v) + (Au,Av) (3.3)
on the maximal domain gives a natural splitting. However this choice is generally
bad, because one should also require that the inclusion HmA →֒ x
−γL2b be compact.
The following example shows that this need not be the case when HmA is taken to
be Dmax(A) endowed with the norm defined by the inner product (3.3).
Example 3.4. Let M be the closed unit disk in R2 and let ∆ be the Euclidean
Laplacian. We claim that the inclusion of Dmax(∆) in L2(M) is not compact. If it
were, then also the inclusion of ker∆ in L2 is compact. But with the norm defined
by (3.3) in Dmax(∆) we have
‖u‖2∆ = ‖u‖
2 + ‖∆u‖2, (3.5)
so the ∆-norm and the L2 norm are the same on ker∆. But the compactness of the
inclusion map now implies that the unit sphere of ker∆ is compact in the L2 norm,
a contradiction since ker∆ is infinite-dimensional. Thus the inclusion of Dmax(∆)
in L2(M) is not compact.
We now discuss briefly the role of the weight x2γ and the use of a b-density rather
than a regular density. The weight x2γ connects with geometric information such
as what appears when introducing cylindrical coordinates along a submanifold Y of
codimension k in a smooth manifold: a smooth measure near Y becomes essentially
xk−1dx dy dz, x being the radial variable and dz representing the measure on the
sphere Sk−1. Both the factor x−1 making up the b-density and the weight x2γ
can be removed by conjugating the operator with multiplication by an appropriate
power of x. We eventually take advantage of this and pick γ = m/2, but keep
the b-density since this brings to the foreground the multiplicative structure of
R+ (for which x
−1dx is a Haar measure). The class x−m Diffme is invariant under
conjugation as described, however not so the class Diffm of regular differential
operators, which under such operations end up subsumed in the more general class
of wedge operators; depending on the particularities of the problem, this may be
advantageous.
4. Ellipticity, the wedge cotangent bundle and the structure ring
Ellipticity of an element A ∈ x−mDiffme (M;E,F ) means ellipticity of P = x
mA
in the sense of [14]. This is ellipticity of P over the interior ofM in the usual sense,
and, near a boundary point where P is written as in (2.1), invertibility of∑
k+|α|+|β|=m
akαβξ
kηαζβ .
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While this is a perfectly good practical definition of ellipticity, it disregards basic
information of the manifold-with-boundary-fibration and the class of w-differential
operators. Still, fixing x allows a definition of principal symbol of A by way of
declaring it to be the edge-principal symbol of xmA, which is what the above
expression is in coordinates. This is, however, not quite satisfactory since it does
depend, albeit mildly, on the choice of defining function.
The natural structure bundle for the class of wedge differential operators is the
wedge cotangent bundle wT ∗M. It is constructed in a fashion similar to Melrose’s
b-tangent bundle in [18, 19] or Mazzeo’s edge tangent bundle in [14], as follows
(see [7] for details). The space of continuous differential 1-forms on M whose pull-
back to the fibers of N → Y vanishes is a finitely generated projective module,
wC(M;T ∗M), over the ring of continuous functions on M, and is therefore, by
a theorem of Swan [24], (isomorphic to) the space of sections of a vector bundle
over M which we denote by wT ∗M. This vector bundle is easily seen to be a
C∞ bundle, and is the natural structure bundle to the same extent as eTM is the
natural structure bundle in the case of edge operators and bTM is in the case of
b-operators. The inclusion map wev∗ :
wC(M;T ∗M) → C(M;T ∗M) determines
a (smooth) bundle homomorphism wev : wT ∗M → T ∗M covering the identity;
wev is an isomorphism over the interior while over the boundary its kernel is the
conormal bundle to the fibers of Z → Y.
The naturality of wT ∗M is further justified by it being the domain of a principal
symbol map for elements A ∈ x−m Diffme (M;E,F ): there is a smooth homomor-
phism
wσ(A) ∈ C∞(wT ∗M\0;Hom(wπ∗E, wπ∗F )),
the wedge symbol of A, related to the standard principal symbol of A over
◦
M by
wσ(A) = σ(A) ◦ wev.
Naturally, ellipticity is defined as invertibility of wσ(A).
The section wσ(A) can also be obtained by an oscillatory test using real-valued
functions in the ring
R = {f ∈ C∞(M) : f |N is constant on the fibers of ℘},
see [12]. The fundamental role of this ring can be seen from the observation that it
determines the boundary structure of M. It can also be used to define the spaces
x−mDiffme without resorting to coordinates, as described in the introduction of
the just cited paper. From another point of view, the differentials of real-valued
elements of R generate wC∞(M;T ∗M) as a module over C∞(M;R). Finally,
observe that if the configuration of M with its boundary fibration comes from
blowing up a smooth manifold along a smooth submanifold (that is, from cylindrical
coordinates), then R is, to first order along N , the pull-back of the ring of smooth
functions on the original manifold.
Incidentally, when a regular elliptic operator on a smooth manifold is written in
cylindrical coordinates with axis a given submanifold, the result is not just a wedge
operator as already pointed out, but it is also a w-elliptic operator. Along the same
vein, a smooth Riemannian metric on the cotangent bundle of the original manifold
becomes a smooth metric on the wedge cotangent bundle.
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5. Indicial and normal families
The operator P = xmA is in particular a b-operator (by way of replacing the fine
structure of the fibration N → Y with the one in which each connected component
of N is one fiber): P ∈ Diffmb (M;E,F ). The operator P has the property that
if φ ∈ C∞(M;E) then (Pφ)|N depends only on φ|N , thus giving an operator
P
∣∣
N
: C∞(N ;EN ) → C∞(N ;FN ). By EN we mean the part of E over N . Also
x−iσPx−iσ ∈ Diffmb , and the indicial family of A (or P ) is defined as
bP̂ (σ) = (x−iσPxiσ)
∣∣
N
, σ ∈ C.
Because of the factor x occurring with each derivative in y, this operator does not
differentiate in y: it gives a family of differential operators P̂y(σ) : C
∞(Zy;EZy )→
C∞(Zy ;FZy ) depending smoothly on (σ, y) ∈ C×Y and holomorphically (polyno-
mially) in σ. Here Zy is the fiber of ℘ : N → Y over y.
Let π∧ : N∧ → N be the closed inward-pointing part of the normal bundle
NMN of N inM. Its boundary, being the zero section of NMN , is identified with
N and so carries the same fibration structure as ∂M. The part of N∧ over Zy is
denoted Z∧y .
The infinitesimal generator of the radial action on N∧ is x∧∂x∧ where x∧ is any
linear function NMN , positive on
◦
N∧, for example the one induced by dx. We
shall write also x for x∧ since there is little risk of confusion. The family
bP̂ (σ)
is polynomial in σ, so replacing σ by −ix∂x (more properly, by −i∇x∂x) gives
an operator bP ∈ Diffmb (N
∧;E∧, F∧) (which does not differentiate in y) where
for example E∧ is the pullback of E to N∧ (and ∇ the pullback of some (fixed)
Hermitian connection on E). The indicial operator of A is then defined to be the
operator
bA =
1
xm
bP ∈
1
xm
Diffmb (N
∧;E∧, F∧).
In local coordinates, if xmA is given by (2.1) near some boundary point, then
bA =
1
xm
∑
k+|β|≤m
ak0β(0, y, z)(xDx)
kDβz .
Note that because bP does not differentiate in y, the indicial operator may be
viewed as a family
Y ∋ y 7→ bAy =
1
xm
bP ∈
1
xm
Diffmb (Z
∧
y ;EZ∧y , FZ∧y ).
We wrote EZ∧y to mean E
∧ along Z∧y with a slight abuse of the notation.
One defines an R+-action ̺ 7→ κρ on sections u of E∧ by letting (κ̺u)(ν) be the
result of parallel transport of u(̺ν) from ̺ν to ν along the fiber of N∧ followed by
multiplication by ̺γ (i. e., on functions, (κ̺f)(ν) = ̺
γf(̺ν)). Thus κ̺ is a bundle
homomorphism covering the radial action ν 7→ τ̺ν = ̺ν. The factor ̺γ ensures
that κ̺ is unitary on x
−γL2b(N
∧;E∧). The b-density for the latter space is defined
with the aid of a tubular neighborhood map
N∧ ⊃ V
ϕ
−→W ⊂M
as
m∧b = lim
̺→0
(ϕ ◦ τ̺)
∗mb
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The normal family of A associates to each element η ∈ T ∗Y \0 an element of
x−mDiffmb (Z
∧
y ;EZ∧y , FZ∧y ) by means of the formula
A∧(η)u = ( lim
̺→∞
̺−mκ−1̺ e
−i̺℘∗
∧
gΦ∗AΦ∗e
i̺℘∗
∧
gκ̺u˜)
∣∣
Z∧y
, u ∈ C∞c (
◦
Z∧y ;EZ∧y ), (5.1)
with g ∈ C∞(Y) real-valued with dg(y) = η, and u˜ a C∞c extension of u. The maps
Φ∗ (and its inverse Φ
∗) are defined using ϕ, the radial action on N∧, and parallel
transport on E and F as needed. See [7, Proposition 2.10] for details on this; a
local argument shows that A∧ is independent of ϕ. In local coordinates, if x
mA is
given by (2.1) near some boundary point, then
A∧(η) =
1
xm
∑
k+|α|+|β|≤m
akαβ(0, y, z)(xDx)
k(xη)αDβz , η = η · dy.
This expression makes sense also at η = 0, were it becomes canonically equal to bA.
6. The kernel bundle of a holomorphic Fredholm family
The argument leading to the definition of bP can be extended to give a formal
power series expansion
P =
N∑
ℓ=0
bPℓx
ℓ + bP˜N+1x
N+1
in which the bPℓ and
bP˜N+1 are all b-operators on N∧, the bPℓ commute with ∇x∂x
and bP˜N+1 is defined only near N . The operator bP0 is equal to bP , each operator
bPℓ includes derivatives in y of at most order max{ℓ,m}, similarly the remainder
bP˜N+1.
If u ∈ x−γL2b(M;E), its Mellin transform is
û(σ, p) =
∫
π−1
∧
(p)
x−iσω(x)Φ∗u
dx
x
This may be viewed variously as an element of L2 on {ℑσ = γ} × N , as a holo-
morphic function on ℑσ > γ with values in L2(N , E|N ), and so on. Changing
the cut-off function ω (which is supported in a small neighborhood of N ) changes
û(σ, p) by an entire additive term.
One gets a hold on boundary values of elements u ∈ Dmax(A) by exploiting
an idea from [20] here applied to the fact that for such u one has that û(σ, p) is
holomorphic in ℑσ > γ whereas (xmAu)̂ = f̂(σ) is holomorphic in ℑσ > γ−m, so
bP̂ (σ)û(σ) = f̂(σ)−
N∑
ℓ=1
bP̂ℓ(σ)û(σ + iℓ)− (
bP˜N+1x
n+1u)̂ (σ),
where the right hand side is holomorphic in ℑσ > γ−1 (but in principle less regular
in y than u since it includes derivatives in y). It follows that
û(σ) = bP̂ (σ)−1[f̂(σ)−
N∑
ℓ=1
bP̂ℓ(σ)û(σ + iℓ)− (
bP˜N+1x
n+1u)̂ (σ)], (6.1)
for ℑσ > γ − 1 such that bP̂ (σ)−1 exists.
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Assume henceforth that A is elliptic. Then P̂y(σ) is elliptic for each (σ, y) and
invertible in regions |ℑσ| < a for any a when |ℜσ| large enough, uniformly for y in
compact sets (so on Y itself). This implies in particular that the set
specb,y(A) = {σ : P̂y(σ) is not invertible},
the boundary spectrum of A (or P ) at y is discrete (see [20, 19]). This set may vary
with y, but in a number of important geometric situations in the edge (complete)
setting it does not, see for example Mazzeo and Melrose [15], Mazzeo and Phillips
[16], Epstein, Melrose, and Mendoza [6] to name but a few. The set
spece(A) = {(σ, y) ∈ C× Y : σ ∈ specb,y(A)}
is the edge spectrum of A.
Thus, with the assumed ellipticity of A, (6.1) holds for sure in
{(σ, p) ∈ C×N : ℑσ > γ − 1, (σ, ℘(p)) /∈ spece(A)}.
Using this in the right-hand side of (6.1) gives now information about the meromor-
phic structure of û(σ) in ℑσ > γ−2. Iterating, one gets information on ℑσ > γ−m.
The caveat is that the right hand side has to be treated as a distribution (at
least in the y variable) so one has to proceed with much care.
Clearly, the meromorphic invertibility of bP̂y(σ) for σ in the set
Σ = {σ ∈ C : γ −m < ℑσ < γ}
for each y ∈ Y does play an important role. If K is a Hilbert space and V ⊂ C
is open, we write M(V,K) for the space of meromorphic K-valued functions on V
and H(V,K) for the subspace of holomorphic elements. Thus f ∈M(V,K) if there
is, for each σ0 ∈ V , a number µ0 ∈ N0 such that σ 7→ (σ−σ0)
µ0f(σ) is holomorphic
near σ0. With this notation we have that the holomorphic (polynomial) family
bP̂y
defines a map
bP̂y : M(Σ;H
m(Zy;EZy ))→M(Σ;L
2(Zy;FZy ))
which in turn gives a map
[ bP̂y] : M(Σ;H
m(Zy;EZy ))/H(Σ;H
m(Zy;EZy ))
→M(Σ;L2(Zy;FZy ))/H(Σ;L
2(Zy ;FZy ))
It is the kernel of this last map that is of interest, as y varies in Y. This space
is more conveniently expressed with the space of singular parts of its elements.
The latter form a finite-dimensional space of meromorphic Hm(Zy;EZy )-valued
functions on C with poles in specb,y(A) ∩ Σ. To get an analytic hold on these
elements, we note that the singular part of an element [τ̂ ] ∈ ker[ bP̂y] represented
by τ̂ ∈M(Σ;Hm(Zy ;EZy )) can be obtained by computing the integral
sΩ(τ̂ )(σ) =
i
2π
∮
∂Ω
τ̂(ζ)
ζ − σ
dζ, |σ| ≫ 1
with the positive (counterclockwise) orientation, where Ω ⋐ Σ is open, has smooth
(or rectifiable) boundary and contains specb,y(A). The integral is of course inde-
pendent of the representative of [τ̂ ]. Write
T̂y = s(ker[
bP̂y]).
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If τ̂ ∈ T̂y and Γ is a simple closed smooth (or rectifiable) curve surrounding
specb,y(A) ∩Σ, then
τ = −
1
2π
∮
Γ
xiσ τ̂ (σ) dσ, (6.2)
with the positive orientation viewed as a section of EZ∧y , is an element of ker
bAy
(τ is essentially the inverse Mellin transform of τ̂ ). Indeed,
xm bAyτ = −
1
2π
∮
Γ
xiσ bP̂ (σ)u(σ) dσ
= 0
since bP̂ (σ)u(σ) is entire. Evidently τ has the from
τ =
∑
σ∈Σ
σ∈specb,y(A)
Nσ∑
ℓ=0
τσℓ x
iσ logℓ x. (6.3)
The coefficients τσℓ are sections (a fortiori smooth) of EZy . We let Ty be the space
of all elements obtained from T̂y as just described.
Theorem 6.4 ([10, Theorem 3.2]). Assume
{(σ, y) ∈ C× Y : ℑσ = γ, γ −m} ∩ spece(A) = ∅. (6.5)
Define
T =
⊔
y∈Y
Ty, π : T → Y the canonical map.
Then T → Y is a smooth vector bundle. A smooth section of T is a map
Y ∋ y 7→ τ(y) ∈ Ty
which viewed as a section of E over
◦
N∧ is smooth in the usual sense.
We call T the trace bundle of A. In this note we will always assume that (6.5)
holds.
Example 6.6. We pause to illustrate some of the ideas. Let Y be a closed orientable
surface, Z an arbitrary closed manifold, L+ → Y a nontrivial complex line bundle,
L− its dual, and
Φ =
[
Φ11 Φ12
Φ21 Φ22
]
:
L+
⊕
L−
→
L+
⊕
L−
some vector bundle homomorphism covering the identity Y → Y. The homomor-
phisms Φ11 and Φ22 are required to be isomorphisms. Let M = [0, 1)×Y ×Z and
let E be the pullback of L+⊕L− toM, a trivial rank 2 bundle: E = π∗L+⊕π∗L−,
π :M→ Y the projection. Let ∆L+ be a Laplacian on sections of L
+. For exam-
ple, fix a Riemannian metric on T ∗Y, a connection and a Hermitian metric on L+
and let ∆L+ be the Bochner Laplacian, ∆L+ = ∇
∗∇. Let ∆L− be a Laplacian on
sections of L−. Exploiting the product structure of M we let these Laplacians act
on the factors of E in the natural way. Next we pick a Laplacian ∆Z (acting on
functions on Z) and let QZ = ∆Z + c, c ≥ 0, act on sections of π∗L+ or π∗L− in
the canonical way, again exploiting the product structure of M and the pull-back
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nature of these bundles; we specify the constant c later. Finally, writing x for the
standard coordinate in [0, 1) we define
P =
[
(xDx)
2 0
0 (xDx)
2
]
+ x2
[
∆L+ 0
0 ∆L−
]
+
[
QZΦ11 Φ12
Φ21 QZΦ22
]
acting on C∞(M;E). This is an elliptic edge operator with respect to the obvious
boundary fibration of M, acting on sections of π∗L+ ⊕ π∗L−, so A = x−2P ∈
x−2Diff2e(M;E) is an elliptic wedge operator. We compute its boundary spectrum.
The indicial family of P is
bP̂ (σ) =
[
σ2 0
0 σ2
]
+
[
QZΦ11 Φ12
Φ21 QZΦ22
]
.
Let {ψk} be a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors of QZ , {λ2k} the corre-
sponding eigenvalues. The λk are nonnegative and assumed to form a nondecreasing
sequence. Let ν+ be a frame of L+ in a neighborhood U ⊂ Y of some y0 ∈ Y, let
ν− be the dual frame. Keeping the same notation for the lifted frames, they make
up a frame for E over π−1(U). In terms of the resulting frame, a section of EN
over ℘−1(U) has the form
∞∑
k=0
ψk(z)
[
c+k (y)
c−k (y)
]
Using formulas such as Φ12(ν
−) = ϕ12ν
+ with smooth ϕij : U → C we get
∞∑
k=0
ψk(z)
[
σ2 + λ2kϕ11(y) ϕ12(y)
ϕ21(y) σ
2 + λ2kϕ22(y)
] [
c+k (y)
c−k (y)
]
(6.7)
for bP̂ (σ)u with respect to the same frame. The boundary spectrum at y consists
of the roots σ of all polynomials
σ4 + λ2k(ϕ11(y) + ϕ22(y))σ
2 + λ4kϕ11(y)ϕ22(y)− ϕ12(y)ϕ21(y), k = 0, 1, . . .
The functions ϕ11, ϕ12 are globally defined and independent of choice of frames.
The product ϕ12ϕ21 is independent of the choice of frame so it is also globally
defined. Evidently, as y varies, these roots can have very complicated behavior.
We illustrate the simplest possibilities assuming Φ21 = 0, in which case
specb,y(A) = {±iλk
√
ϕ11(y), ±iλk
√
ϕ22(y) : k ∈ N0}.
Take γ = 1. Pick c > 0 in the definition of QZ so λ0 > 0. Suppose 1/λ
2
1 <
supY |ϕjj | < 1/λ
2
0. Then (6.5) holds and the part of the b-spectrum that matters,
the part in Σ = {σ ∈ C : −1 < ℑσ < 1}, consists of the points
±iλ0
√
ϕ11(y), ±iλ0
√
ϕ22(y).
Each of these is locally well defined in a manner that gives a locally smooth function
of y, since the ϕjj vanishes nowhere. That the roots can be arranged to depend
locally smoothly on y cannot be guaranteed if ϕ12ϕ21 6= 0.
(1) If ϕ11(y) − ϕ22(y) 6= 0 for all y then these four roots are all different from
each other for each y , and T̂y is the span of
ψ1(z)
σ ∓ iλ0
√
ϕ11(y)
ν+,
ψ1(y)
σ ∓ iλ0
√
ϕ22(y)
( −ϕ12
λ20(ϕ11 − ϕ22)
ν+ + ν−
)
.
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The fibers of T are 4-dimensional, the trace bundle is isomorphic to L+ ⊕
L+ ⊕ L− ⊕ L− which is trivial since c1(L+) + c1(L−) = 0, while neither
individual summand, nor L+ ⊕L+ and L−⊕L− is trivial since 2c1(L+) 6=
0. In particular, if specb,y(A) is independent of y (which happens when
ϕ11 and ϕ22 are constant), the part of T associated with a single pole in
spece(A) ∩ Σ × Y is not trivial despite the fact that E itself is a trivial
bundle.
(2) Suppose now that ϕ11(y0) = ϕ22(y0) for some y0. For y near y0 define
σ±1 (y) = ±iλ0
√
φ11(y), likewise σ
±
2 (y). Then T̂y0 is spanned by
χ±1 (y0) =
1
2σ±1 (y0)(σ − σ
±
1 (y0))
[
1
0
]
and
χ±2 (y0) =
(
1
(σ − σ±1 (y0))
2
−
1
σ±1 (y0)(σ − σ
±
1 (y0))
)[
1
0
]
+
2σ±1 (y0)
2
σ±1 (y0)(σ − σ
±
1 (y0))
[
0
1
]
In the notation for the χ±j (y0) we are taking advantage of the fact that
ϕ11(y0) = ϕ22(y0) and identify ν
+ and ν− with the respective column
matrices. These formulas are obtained by applying the inverse of
M(σ, y) =
[
σ2 + λ20ϕ11(y) ϕ12(y)
0 σ2 + λ20ϕ22(y)
]
(the matrix in (6.7) with k = 0 and ϕ21 = 0) at y = y0 to the column
with components f+, f− and then computing the singular part of the re-
sulting expression at σ = σ±1 (y0), which gives f
+χ±1 (y0) + f
−χ±2 (y0). One
now obtains a frame for T̂ near y0 by taking the singular part of each of
M−1(σ, y)M(σ, y0)χ
±
j :
χ±j (σ, y) = sΩ(χ
±
j (·, y0))(σ)
where Ω is a disk containing the σ±jj(y) in its interior (y is kept in a neigh-
borhood V of y0). Using the components of these four vectors as coefficients
one rewrites the result in terms of ν+ and ν−. The resulting expressions
for the χ±j (σ, y) are smooth in the complement of (Σ× V ) ∩ spece(A), and
so applying (6.2) to each of them gives a smooth local section of T over
V , altogether making up a local frame.
In general, the construction of local frames of T near some y0 as described at
the end of the example yields pointwise bases for Ty that are smooth in the sense
described in Theorem 6.4. In [10] we also prove that if A⋆ is the formal adjoint of
A and T ⋆ its trace bundle, then, taking γ = m/2 for convenience,
Ty ×T
⋆
y ∋ (u, v) 7→ [u, v]
♭
y = (
bAωu, ωv)x−m/2L2b − (ωu,
bA⋆ωv)x−m/2L2b ∈ C (6.8)
is nondegenerate and gives a smooth Hermitian pairing of T and T ⋆. This is
Theorem 5.3 of [10]. The pairing is independent of the specific cut-off function ω,
but one needs to be included because the L2 spaces are over Z∧y . What is behind
nondegeneracy is the general fact that if A is an arbitrary elliptic operator on some
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open
◦
M, then the Hilbert space adjoint of A with its minimal domain is A⋆ with its
maximal domain. The smoothness of the pairing follows from writing the pointwise
pairing as a contour integral of Mellin transforms (as was in fact done in the just
cited paper).
The proof in [10] of Theorem 6.4 above proceeds in two main steps. First we
show the existence, in a neighborhood of each y0 ∈ Y, of a system of sections τj
that are smooth in the sense of the theorem and are a pointwise basis of each fiber.
The existence of such local systems of solutions was also proved by Costabel and
Dauge [4] and Schmutzler [23] using different methods. We then prove that two
frames τj , τ
′
j are related by smooth transition functions by observing that if τ
⋆
j is
a local frame for T ∗, then, first
τ ′j =
∑
k
akjτk
for some functions akj , trivially since the τj give bases pointwise, and then that the
akj must be smooth because they satisfy the system of equations
[τ ′j , τ
⋆
ℓ ]
♭
y = akj(y)[τk, τ
⋆
ℓ ]
♭
y
in which the matrices with components [τ ′j , τ
⋆
ℓ ]
♭
y and [τk, τ
⋆
ℓ ]
♭
y are smooth, since the
τ ′j , τk, and τ
⋆
ℓ are smooth, and the second matrix is invertible by the nondegeneracy
of the pairing. It follows that the set of frames which are smooth in the sense of
Theorem 6.4 admits smooth transition functions, so the condition defines a smooth
structure for the trace bundle in the usual sense.
We close this section with one last observation whose relevancy will become
apparent in each of the next two sections. The fiber of T at y consists of elements
of the form (6.3) in the kernel of bAy. Since
bAy and ∇x∂x commute, the latter
defines a bundle homomorphism which we shall denote by
x∂x : T → T .
This homomorphism is smooth because at the level of T̂y it is just multiplication
by iσ. The eigenvalues on the fiber Ty, the numbers iσ with σ ∈ specb,y(A) ∩ Σ,
generally vary with the fiber, as will the Jordan canonical form of x∂x.
7. Elliptic systems of variable order
To motivate the results described in this section, mostly coming from [11], it is
useful to follow the construction of the trace bundle in the case of a regular elliptic
differential operator on a manifold with boundary.
Example 7.1. Suppose A is such an operator on M. In local coordinates x, yj
near a point of N = Y (each point of N is a fiber of the boundary fibration, so
there are no zµ),
A =
∑
k+|α|≤m
akα(x, y)D
k
xD
α
y
with smooth akα up to x = 0. Using
xmDkxD
α
y = x
m−k−|α|pk(xDx + i|α|)(xDy)
α
one gets
xmA =
∑
k+|α|≤m
akα(x, y)x
m−k−|α|pk(xDx + i|α|)(xDy)
α,
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so
bP̂y(σ) = am0(0, y)pm(σ)
which translates to bPy = am0(0, y)pm(xDx), therefore
bAy = am0(0, y)D
m
x .
Taking γ = 1/2, the relevant strip Σ in the complex plane is 1/2−m < ℑσ < 1/2,
the set of poles of bP̂y(σ)
−1 is
specb,y(A) = {0,−i,−2i, . . . ,−(m− 1)i},
all poles are simple, and the elements of T̂y have the form
τ̂ =
m−1∑
ℓ=0
τℓ
σ + iℓ
where τℓ ∈ Ey . Thus Ty consists of all polynomials
τ = −
1
2π
m−1∑
ℓ=0
∮
Γ
xiσ
τℓ
σ + iℓ
dσ = −
1
2π
m−1∑
ℓ=0
τℓx
ℓ
as functions on R+ with values in the fiber Ey of E. These are exactly the elements
in the kernel of bAy since am0(0, y) is invertible by ellipticity. Therefore, by our
definition, the trace bundle of A is
T =
⊔
y∈Y
{m−1∑
ℓ=0
τℓx
ℓ : τℓ ∈ Ey
}
,
the direct sum of m copies of EY . It is a particularity of regular elliptic operators
of order m on sections of a bundle E that they all share the same trace bundle. As
expected, the operator x∂x discussed in the last paragraph of the previous section
acts on T . Its eigenvalues are the numbers 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1, the eigenvectors in
the fiber over y ∈ Y corresponding to the eigenvalue ℓ are the monomials τℓxℓ,
τℓ ∈ Ey . The trace bundle splits globally into the direct sum of m subbundles, each
isomorphic to E.
Connecting the above example with a boundary problem{
Au = f in
◦
M
Bγu = g on Y
for A (where the solution u is sought in Hm(M;E)), note that the classical traces
γs(u) = D
s
xu
∣∣
Y
, assembled into the Taylor polynomial
γA(u) =
m−1∑
ℓ=0
iℓ
ℓ!
γℓ(u)x
ℓ.
of u, yield a section of the trace bundle of A. The relation between the regularity
of the coefficients γℓ(u) and the power x
ℓ, namely that the component of γA(u) in
the eigenspace of x∂x with eigenvalue ℓ lies in H
m−ℓ−1/2(Y;T ), is not to be viewed
as an accident but as an expression of a tight link between these concepts. This
assertion will be fully justified by the results to be described in the next section.
In the case of a general elliptic wedge operator A, the fiberwise action of x∂x on
its trace bundle will generically have eigenvalues and Jordan canonical form varying
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with the base point. This makes the issue of regularity of boundary values rather
more complicated. We deal with this in [11] as a problem independently of the
motivating example. In the rest of the section we present some of the ideas going
into that paper, mostly from the local point of view, rarely yielding to expressing
things globally.
On account that the results are independent of those of [10] which were described
in the previous section, we view π : T → Y as some vector bundle and consider
an arbitrary smooth endomorphism a : T → T on which no conditions are placed.
We continue to assume that Y is compact although this is not necessary in the
general theory. We fix some Hermitian metric on T , not necessarily related to a,
and a smooth density mY . With these we define L
2(Y;T ).
The following example motivates the next step:
Example 7.2. Let a : Cm → Cm be diagonal with entries ℓ+1/2, ℓ = 0, . . . ,m−1.
For η ∈ Rq define 〈η〉 = (1 + |η|2)1/2 and set 〈η〉m−a = exp
(
log〈η〉(m − a)
)
. Then
〈η〉m−a is diagonal with entries 〈η〉m−ℓ−1/2 and if u ∈ C−∞c (R
q;Cm) is such that
1
(2π)q
∫
Rq
eiy·η〈η〉m−a û(η) dη
belongs to L2(Rd;Cm), then the components u0, . . . , um−1 satisfy
uℓ ∈ H
m−ℓ−1/2(Rq).
Returning to the general case, define ̺a for ̺ > 0 as expected:
̺a(y) =
i
2π
∮
Γy
̺σ(a(y)− σ)−1 dσ, ̺ > 0,
where Γy is a positively oriented contour enclosing spec(a(y)). This defines a smooth
isomorphism T → T . Finally, let g be a Riemannian metric on Y, define 〈η〉 =
(1 + g(η,η))1/2, then p(η) = 〈η〉a(y), for η ∈ T ∗yY. We will prove in a moment
that p is a symbol in the class S∞1,δ for δ > 0 arbitrarily small, locally in any
sufficiently small neighborhood of any point of Y. The order is locally bounded (by
our assumption of compactness of Y, also globally bounded).
To define a pseudodifferential operator with p as principal symbol, construct a
global parametrization of the conormal to the diagonal ∆Y ⊂ Y × Y as in [8, pg.
381]. Namely, view TY as the normal bundle to ∆Y : N∆Y = {(v,−v) : v ∈ TY},
let V be a neighborhood of the zero section of TY on which exp : V → Y × Y
is a diffeomorphism onto its image W . If (y, y′) ∈ W , let (v,−v), v ∈ Ty′′Y be
the unique element mapped to (y, y′) by exp and define ϕ(y, y′, η) = 〈η, v〉 for
η ∈ T ∗y′′M. Finally, pick a smooth homogeneous fiberwise density ν on T
∗Y (in
local coordinates (y, η), dν = f(y)|dη1 ∧ · · · ∧ dηq|, f smooth and positive). With
these ingredients define Λa through its Schwartz kernel:
KΛa(y, y
′) =
1
(2π)q
∫
eiϕ(y,y
′,η)
∑
α
χα(y, y
′)pα(y, y
′, η) dν
where the χα are carefully chosen smooth functions with
∑
χα supported in W ,
equal to 1 in a neighborhood of ∆Y , and the pα are constructed using 〈η〉ay using
certain adapted trivializations as we explain below. We then define
Ha+s(Y;E) = {u ∈ C−∞(Y;T ) : Λa+su ∈ L2(Y;E)}
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for real s using the endomorphism a+ sI of T .
It remains to explain the choice of functions χα and what the pα are. The purpose
is to gain some control on the behavior of a through careful localization as follows.
Fix δ ∈ (0, 1). Given y0 ∈ Y choose, for each eigenvalue σℓ of a(y0) : Ty0 → Ty0 a
number δℓ ∈ (0, δ) small enough that the closures of the disks Dℓ = D(σℓ, δℓ/2) ⊂ C
are disjoint. Then there is a neighborhood U of y0 such that spec(a(y)) ⊂
⋃
Dℓ if
y ∈ U . By way of the projections
Πℓ,y =
i
2π
∮
∂Dℓ
(a(y)− σ)−1 dσ, y ∈ U,
one gets a decomposition
TU =
⊕
ℓ
T
ℓ
U , T
ℓ
U = ΠℓTU
of T over U into smooth subbundles, each invariant under a; the eigenvalues of
a|T ℓ : T
ℓ
U → T
ℓ
U cluster within D(σℓ, δℓ/2). Picking U small enough allows us to
assume additionally that the bundles T ℓU (hence also TU ) are trivial. We refer to
the above as a δ-admissible decomposition of T over U ([11, Definition 2.2]). We
trivialize TU though the trivializations of the T
ℓ
U : Let φ : π
−1(U) → U × Cr be
such an adapted trivialization (r = rankT ), define aφ : U × Cr → U × Cr by
aφ = φ ◦ a ◦ φ
−1. Finally, assume that U is also the domain of a local chart of Y.
We now pick an open cover {Uα} of Y consisting of open sets as just described
and build up the χα ∈ C∞c (Uα × Uα) from a partition of unity near the diagonal
subordinate to the cover {Uα × Uα} of ∆Y so that
∑
χα = 1 near ∆Y . Next, with
adapted trivializations φα we let
pα(y, y
′, η) = φα(y)
−1〈η〉
aφα (y)
y φα(y
′),
so that pα(y, y
′, η) : Ty′ → Ty. Implicit in this definition is that we are using
parallel transport on T |Uα with respect to a (flat) connection adapted to a δ-
admissible decomposition. See Safarov [22] or Pflaum [21] for a systematic analysis
of the role of connections in the definition of standard pseudodifferential operators
acting on vector bundles.
It remains to show that the pα are symbols. In the following lemma we let 〈η〉2y =
1 +
∑
gij(y)ηiηj with smooth, positive definite g
ij . We will drop the reference to
φ from the notation.
Lemma 7.3 ([11, Lemma 3.4]). The function (y, η) 7→ 〈η〉
a(y)
y is, in each open
subset V ⋐ U , a symbol in the Ho¨rmander class SM1,δ for some M depending on V .
The proof of the lemma consists of establishing that
Dαy ∂
β
η 〈η〉
a(y)
y = pαβ(y, η)〈η〉
a(y)
y
with ‖pαβ(y, η)‖ ≤ C〈η〉
−|β|+δ
y (one can take δ = 0 in the estimate if α = 0), then
observing that
‖〈η〉a(y)y ‖ ≤ C(1 + |η|)
M , (y, η) ∈ V × Rq
for some C if M > sup{ℜσ : σ ∈ spec(a(y)), y ∈ V }.
To get the estimate for pαβ , note first that since ̺∂̺̺
a(y) = a(y)̺a(y),
∂ηj 〈η〉
a(y)
y =
∂ηj 〈η〉y
〈η〉y
a(y)〈η〉a(y)y ,
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and by induction,
∂βη 〈η〉
a(y)
y = pβ(y, η)〈η〉
a(y)
y ,
where pβ(y, η) is a classical symbol of order −|β|. So we only need to deal with
derivatives in y. Differentiating
〈η〉a(y)y =
∑
j
i
2π
∮
∂Dℓ
〈η〉σy (a(y)− σ)
−1 dσ
one gets that
Dαy 〈η〉
a(y)
y =
∑
ℓ
i
2π
∮
∂Dℓ
〈η〉σyRα(y, σ) dσ
where Rα(y, σ) =
∑|α|
k=0 σ
kRαk where Rαk is a sum of terms each being the product
of a classical symbol of order zero followed by a product of at most |α| − k + 1
factors (a(y) − σ)−1, each of these factors separated by a factor ∂α
′
y a(y). Since
dist(spec(a(y)) ∩ Dℓ, ∂Dℓ) is uniformly bounded from below when y ∈ V (since
V ⋐ U), the norm of Rα(y, σ) is also uniformly bounded when y ∈ V and σ ∈⋃
ℓ ∂Dℓ. Now use
(Dαy 〈η〉
a(y)
y )〈η〉
−a(y)
y =
∑
ℓ
( i
2π
)2 ∫
∂Dℓ×∂Dℓ
〈η〉σ−σ
′
y Rα(y, σ)(a(y)− σ
′)−1 dσ dσ′
to get the estimate
‖(Dαy 〈η〉
a(y)
y )〈η〉
−a(y)
y ‖ ≤ C〈η〉
δ
using that ‖〈η〉σ−σ
′
y ‖ ≤ C(1 + |η|)
δ when σ, σ′ ∈ ∂Dℓ. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
In addition to defining the spaces Hs+a(Y;T ) to deal with the expected issue of
varying regularity of traces of elements of the maximal domain of an elliptic wedge
operator, one also needs to develop a theory of pseudodifferential operators able to
deal with the varying regularity in order to express general boundary conditions.
This of course is reminiscent of the relation between the Douglis-Nirenberg calculus
[5], see also Chazarain and Piriou [3], and boundary conditions in the classical
situation.
The ingredients going into the definition of such operators are a pair of vector
bundles T ,S → Y endowed with endomorphisms a, b. Symbol classes are defined
locally on δ-admissible domains common to both a and b which are also domains
of local charts. Passing to trivializations and local coordinates, we define ([11,
Definition 3.1])
Sµ1,δ(U × R
q; (Cr, a), (Cr
′
, b))
for any real µ to be the space of all p(y, η) ∈ C∞(U ×Rq,Hom(Cr,Cr
′
)) such that
for every subset K ⋐ U and all α, β ∈ Nq0 there exists a constant CK,α,β > 0 such
that
‖〈η〉b(y)
(
Dαy ∂
β
η p(y, η)
)
〈η〉−a(y)‖ ≤ CK,α,β〈η〉
µ−|β|+δ|α|
for all (y, η) ∈ K ×Rq. For example, the symbol in Lemma 7.3 belongs to the class
S01,δ(U × R
q; (Cr, a), (Cr, 0)). It also belongs to S01,δ(U × R
q; (Cr, 0), (Cr,−a)), as
can be seen by composing Dαy ∂
β
η 〈η〉
a(y)
y with 〈η〉−a on the left rather than on the
right.
The classes Sµ1,δ(U × R
q; (Cr, a), (Cr
′
, b)) have all the usual properties such as
invariance under changes of coordinates, and asymptotic summability. Ellipticity of
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p ∈ Sµ1,δ(U ×R
q; (Cr, a), (Cr
′
, b)) is defined as usual: the existence of q ∈ S−µ1,δ (U ×
Rq; (Cr
′
, b), (Cr, a)) such that pq = 1 modulo lower order terms.
Elements in the class just defined are locally in SM1,δ for large enough M , so one
can use them to define pseudodifferential operators; write Ψµ1,δ(U ; (C
r, a), (Cr
′
, b))
for the space with symbols as just defined. The expected properties hold: invariance
under changes of local coordinates and under compatible composition, the latter
meaning
Ψµ
′
1,δ(U ; (C
r′ , b), (Cr
′′
, c)) ◦Ψµ1,δ(U ; (C
r, a), (Cr
′
, b)) ⊂ Ψµ+µ
′
1,δ (U ; (C
r, a), (Cr
′′
, c)).
The reason for the good behavior at this level is that because the symbols are in a
Ho¨rmander class, all the properties of these classes are inherited. In particular, one
gets asymptotic expansions for the symbol of a composition, from which one can
directly determine the validity of the assertion about compositions in our class.
Consequently the rough theory, including global definitions of classes of operators
of varying order, follows largely as expected (even though some proofs had to be
reworked completely) leading to the definition of the classes
Ψµ1,δ(Y; (T , a), (S , b))
associated with pairs of vector-bundles-with-endomorphism. We single out a sub-
class having twisted homogeneous principal symbols (of order µ), meaning that
they are locally constructed using symbols with the property
p(y, ̺η) = ̺µ̺−b(y)p(y, η)̺a(y) for all ̺ > 1 and |η| > 1
modulo arbitrary symbols in Sµ−1+δ1,δ (U ; (C
r, a), (Cr
′
, b)). An operator P in the
class Ψµ1,δ(Y; (T , a), (S , b)) has, as expected, a globally defined principal symbol
σ(P ) : T ∗Y\0→ Hom(π∗YT , π
∗
YS )
satisfying
σ(P )(̺η) = ̺µ̺−b(y)σ(P )(η)̺a(y), ̺ > 0, η ∈ T ∗Y\0.
8. Boundary value problems for first order elliptic wedge
operators
In this section we describe some of the results contained [12]. As in that paper,
we limit our discussion here to operators of order 1, which allows us to circumvent a
number of technical complications proper to the higher order case; these are being
addressed in a forthcoming paper [13].
Henceforth A is an elliptic element of x−1Diff1e(M;E,F ). We will base our
discussion on the spaces x−1/2L2b , i. e., we set γ = 1/2 (see the last paragraph
of Sections 2 and 3). We aim at describing our specific approach to setting up
boundary value problems for A, then establishing sufficient conditions for well-
posedness of these problems.
Recall that the trace bundle of A generally does depend on A and that it carries
a natural endomorphism x∂x. In brief, we need to describe a restriction, or trace,
operator
γA : Dmax(A)→ C
−∞(Y;T ),
to state the problem, then also ancillary objects to state sufficient conditions for
well-posedness.
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Our first observation is that if u is a smooth section of T and ω is a cut-off
function, then ωu ∈ Dmax(A) if u ∈ C∞(Y;T ); this is Lemma 5.6 of [12]. Strictly
speaking, u is defined on N∧ and is a smooth section of E∧ over the interior of N∧.
Multiplication by ω produces an element of compact support which is transferred
to M via a tubular neighborhood map (and parallel transport). Furthermore, see
Lemma 5.6, op. cit., the map
C∞(Y;T ) ∋ u 7→ Pu = ωu ∈ Dmax(A)
is continuous.
We now use P and the pairing (6.8) to define γA∗ . For details see Section 5,
op. cit. Let P⋆ : C∞(Y;T ⋆)→ Dmax(A⋆) be the corresponding map for the formal
adjoint of A. Pick v ∈ Dmax(A⋆). Then
C∞(Y;T ) ∋ u 7→ 〈λv, u〉 = [Pu, v]A = (APu, v)x−1/2L2 − (Pu,A
⋆v)x−1/2L2 ∈ C
is continuous, so it defines a distribution with values in the bundle T ∗ ⊗ |
∧
|Y.
Here T ∗ is the dual bundle of T with the opposite complex structure, not the
trace bundle of A⋆, and |
∧
|Y is the density bundle of Y, which we trivialize using
the density mY . We get an antilinear map v 7→ λv which is converted into a linear
map v → γA⋆v using the nondegenerate pairing [·, ·]♭ to identify T ∗ with T ⋆, so
that
[Pu, v]A =
∫
Y
[u, γA⋆v]
♭
y dmY .
We now have:
Theorem 8.1 (Theorem 5.11, op. cit.). The trace map is a continuous operator
γA : Dmax(A)→ H
−x∂x−1/2(Y;T ).
Note that if A is a regular first order elliptic operator, then x∂x acts as 0, since
the traces are zeroth order polynomials by Example 7.1, so in this case the space
H−x∂x−1/2(Y;T ) is the classical space of sections of EY of Sobolev regularity−1/2.
With P and γA we can now define a replacement for the classical Sobolev space
H1(M;E) in which solutions are sought when A is a regular first order elliptic
operator, see Section 8, op. cit. Namely, we let H1
T
(M;E) be the completion
of C∞
T
(M;E) = C˙∞(M;E) + PC∞(Y;T ), the latter being a replacement of
C∞(M;E), with respect to the norm defined by
‖u‖2H1
T
= ‖u‖2A + ‖γAu‖
2
H1/2−x∂x .
We recall that ‖u‖2A = ‖u‖
2+ ‖Au‖2 is the norm on Dmax(A) but that this norm is
typically too weak to give a compact embedding Dmax(A) →֒ x−1/2L2b, as illustrated
in Example 3.4.
The following example shows how this trick works.
Example 8.2. Consider the situation of Example 3.4, in which M is the closed
unit disk in R2 and ∆ the standard Laplacian. We claim that the norm defined by
‖u‖2H2
T
= ‖u‖2∆ + ‖γ0u‖
2
H3/2(∂M) + ‖γ1u‖
2
H1/2(∂M)
on C∞(M), in which γℓ = ∂ℓu
∣∣
∂M
, is equivalent to the H2 norm on M. Indeed,
on the one hand, the continuity of
H2(M)
γℓ−→ H2−ℓ−1/2(∂M), ℓ = 0, 1,
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gives
‖u‖2H2
T
≤ C‖u‖2H2(M)
for some C. On the other hand,∫
M
‖∇u‖2 dλ = −
∫
M
u∆u dλ−
∫
∂M
u
∂u
∂ν
ds
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give the reverse estimate; ν is the inward point-
ing normal, dλ is Lebesgue measure and ds arc-length measure. Thus, while the
∆-graph norm (3.5) is not sufficiently strong to give compactness of the embedding
Dmax(∆) → L2(M), the norm ‖u‖2H2
T
does. One gets automatically a split exact
sequence
0→ H20 (M)→ H
2
T (M)→ H
2−(x∂x+1/2)(∂M,T )→ 0
as we discussed in Section 3.
In the general case we are discussing, the space H1
T
(M;E) satisfies the basic
requirements mentioned in Section 3. First, (3.2) takes on the form
0→ Dmin(A)→ H
1
T (M;E)
γA
−−→ H1−(x∂x+1/2)(∂M,T )→ 0.
This is an exact sequence which splits though a continuous extension operator
E : H1−(x∂x+1/2)(∂M,T )→ H1T (M;E),
a left inverse of γA. Second, the inclusion
H1T (M;E) →֒ x
−1/2L2b(M;E)
is compact. We shall omit here the discussion of E and this last statement, referring
the reader to [12] for the details.
In order to discuss ellipticity of a boundary value problem we need to revisit
the normal family, see (5.1). For each y, the operators A∧(η), η ∈ T ∗yY, are cone
operators, elements of x−1Diff1b(Z
∧
y ;EZ∧y , FZ∧y ). As such they have maximal and
minimal domains, and each its own trace space, which is just the fiber Ty lifted via
πY : T
∗Y → Y to η because the indicial operator of A∧(η) is bAy. They also have
each a trace map γA∧(η) : Dmax(A∧(η)) → π
∗
YTy. The vector bundle K → T
∗Y\0
whose fiber at η is the kernel of
A∧(η) : Dmax(A∧(η)) ⊂ x
−1/2L2b(Z
∧
y ;EZ∧y )→ x
−1/2L2b(Z
∧
y ;FZ∧y ), y = πY(η),
is a smooth vector bundle. The image γA∧(K) = K ⊂ π
∗
YT is a subbundle, see
Theorem 6.2, op. cit.
Boundary conditions will be, as generically in the classical case, conditions of
the form BγAu = g where
B : C∞(Y;T )→ C∞(Y;G ), B ∈ Ψµ1,δ(Y; (T ,−(x∂x + 1/2)), (G , a))
for some µ ∈ R. As the notation indicates, the vector bundle G → Y comes
equipped with a smooth endomorphism a. We assume that B has twisted homoge-
neous principal symbol σ(B) (see the end of Section 7 above). To account for the
possible necessity of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer conditions, let
Π ∈ Ψ01,δ(Y; (G , a), (G , a))
be a projection with twisted homogeneous principal symbol σ(Π). On account that
Π is a continuous projection, its range, ΠH1−µ+a(Y;G ), is a closed subspace of
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H1−µ+a(Y;G ). And because σ(Π) = σ(Π)2, the range of σ(Π) is a subbundle GΠ
of π∗YG over T
∗Y\0.
We are now ready to state the central result of [12]:
Theorem 8.3 (Theorem 9.6, op. cit.). Let A ∈ x−1Diff1e(M;E,F ) be w-elliptic.
Assume that (6.5) holds with γ = 1/2 and m = 1, so there is a well defined trace
bundle T → Y. Assume further that
A∧(η) : Dmin(A∧(η)) ⊂ x
−1/2L2b(M;E)→ x
−1/2L2b(M;F ) is injective,
A∧(η) : Dmax(A∧(η)) ⊂ x
−1/2L2b(M;E)→ x
−1/2L2b(M;F ) is surjective
for all η ∈ T ∗Y\0. Finally, assume
σ(ΠB) : K → GΠ on T
∗Y\0 is an isomorphism.
Then the operator [
A
ΠBγA
]
: H1T (M;E)→
x−1/2L2b(M;F )
⊕
ΠH1−µ+a(Y;G )
is a Fredholm operator.
In other words, the boundary value problem{
Au = f ∈ x−1/2L2b(M;F )
ΠB(γAu) = g ∈ ΠH
1−µ+a(Y;G ),
in which u is sought in H1
T
(M;E), is well-posed.
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